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Introduction

The numerical computation of a multivariate normal or t probability is

often a di�cult problem. Recent developments resulted in algorithms for the

fast computation of those probabilities for arbitrary correlation structures.

We refer to the work described in Genz (1992), Genz (1993) and Genz and

Bretz (1999). The procedures proposed in those papers are implemented in

package mvtnorm, available at CRAN. Basically, the package implements

two functions: pmvnorm() for the computation of multivariate normal proba-

bilities and pmvt() for the computation of multivariate t probabilities, both

for arbitrary means (resp. noncentrality parameters), correlation matrices

and hyperrectangular integration regions.

We �rst illustrate the use of the package using a simple example of the

multivariate normal distribution in Section 1. A little more details are given

in Section 2. The application of pmvt() and qmvt() in a multiple testing

problem is discussed in Section 3.

1. A Simple Example

Assume that X = (X1, X2, X3) is multivariate normal with correlation

matrix
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and expectation µ = (0, 0, 0)⊤. We are interested in the probability

P (−∞ < X1 ≤ 1,−∞ < X2 ≤ 4,−∞ < X3 ≤ 2).

This is computed as follows:

> library("mvtnorm")

> m <- 3

> sigma <- diag(3)

> sigma[2,1] <- 3/5

> sigma[3,1] <- 1/3

> sigma[3,2] <- 11/15

> (prb <- pmvnorm(lower = rep(-Inf, m), upper = c(1, 4, 2),

+ mean = rep(0, m),

+ corr = sigma) ### only lower triangular

+ ### part used

+ )

[1] 0.8279847

attr(,"error")

[1] 4.712588e-07

attr(,"msg")

[1] "Normal Completion"

First, the lower triangular of the correlation matrix sigma is needed. The

mean vector is passed to pmvnorm() by the argument mean. The region of

integration is given by the vectors lower and upper, both can have elements

-Inf or +Inf. The value of pmvnorm() is the estimated integral value with

two attributes

• error: the estimated absolute error and

• msg: a status message, indicating wheater or not the algorithm ter-

minated correctly.
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From the results above it follows that

P (−∞ < X1 ≤ 1,−∞ < X2 ≤ 4,−∞ < X3 ≤ 2) ≈ 0.828

with an absolute error estimate of 4.7e− 07.

2. Details

This section outlines the basic ideas of the algorithms used. The multi-

variate t distribution (MVT) is given by

T(a,b,Σ, ν) =
21−

ν
2

Γ(ν2 )

∞∫
0

sν−1e−
s2

2 Φ

(
sa√
ν
,
sb√
ν
,Σ

)
ds,

where the multivariate normal distribution function (MVN)

Φ(a,b,Σ) =
1√

|Σ|(2π)m

b1∫
a1

b2∫
a2

...

bm∫
am

e−
1
2
x⊤Σ−1

xdx,

where x = (x1, x2, ..., xm)⊤, −∞ ≤ ai < bi ≤ ∞ for all i, and Σ is a positive

semi-de�nite symmetric m ×m matrix. The original integral over an arbi-

trary m-dimensional, possibly unbounded hyper-rectangle is transformed to

an integral over the unit hypercube. These transformations are described in

Genz (1992) for the MVN case and in Genz and Bretz (1999) for the MVT

case. Several suitable standard integration routines can be applied to this

transformed integral. For the present implementation randomized lattice

rules were used. Such lattice rules seek to �ll the integration region evenly

in a deterministic process. In principle, they construct regular patterns,

such that the projections of the integration points onto each axis produce an

equidistant subdivision of the axis. Robust integration error bounds are ob-

tained by introducing additional shifts of the entire set of integration nodes

in random directions. Since this additional randomization step is only per-

formed to introduce a robust Monte Carlo error bound, 10 simulation runs

are usually su�cient. For a more detailed description Genz and Bretz (1999)

might be referred to.
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3. Applications

The multivariate t distribution is applicable in a wide �eld of multiple

testing problems. We will illustrate this using a example studied earlier by

Edwards and Berry (1987). For short, the e�ects of 5 di�erent perfusates in

capillary permeability in cats was investigated by Watson et al. (1987). The

data met the assumptions of a standard one-factor ANOVA. For experimen-

tal reasons, the investigators were interested in a simultaneous con�dence in-

tervals for the following pairwise comparisons: β1−β2, β1−β3, β1−β5, β4−β2

and β4 − β3. Therefore, the matrix of contrast is given by

C =



1 −1 0 0 0

1 0 −1 0 0

1 0 0 0 −1

0 1 0 −1 0

0 0 1 −1 0


.

Edwards and Berry (1987) assumed that β = (β1, . . . , β5) is multivariate

normal with mean β and covariance matrix σ2V , where V is known. Under

the null hypothesis β = 0, we need knowledge about the distribution of the

statistic

W = max
1≤j≤5

 |cj(β̂ − β)|

σ̂
√
cjV c⊤j


where cj is the jth row of C. By assumption, σ̂ is χν distributed, so under

hypothesis W the argument to max follows a multivariate t distribution.

Con�dence intervals can be obtained by cj β̂±wασ̂
√
cjV c⊤i , where wα is the

1 − α quantile of the null distribution of W . Using qmvt(), one can easily

compute the quantile for the example cited above.

> n <- c(26, 24, 20, 33, 32)

> V <- diag(1/n)

> df <- sum(n) - length(n)

> C <- matrix(c( 1, 1, 1, 0, 0,
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+ -1, 0, 0, 1, 0,

+ 0,-1, 0, 0, 1,

+ 0, 0, 0,-1,-1,

+ 0, 0,-1, 0 ,0),

+ ncol = length(n))

> ### covariance matrix

> cv <- tcrossprod(C %*% V, C)

> ### correlation matrix

> cr <- cov2cor(cv)

> delta <- rep(0, 5)

> (qnt <- qmvt(0.95, df = df, delta = delta, corr = cr,

+ abseps = 0.0001, maxpts = 100000, tail = "both"))

$quantile

[1] 2.560961

$f.quantile

[1] 2.181431e-07

attr(,"message")

[1] "Normal Completion"

n is the sample size vector of each level of the factor, V is the covariance

matrix of β. With the contrasts C we can compute the correlation matrix

cr of Cβ. Finally, we are interested in the 95% quantile of W . The alpha

quantile can now be computed easily using qmvt(). The 95% quantile of W

in this example is 2.561, Edwards and Berry (1987) obtained the same result

using 80.000 simulation runs. The computation needed 8.06 seconds total

time on a Pentium III 450 MHz with 256 MB memory.

Using packagemvtnorm, the e�cient computation of multivariate normal

or t probabilities is now available in R. We hope that this is helpful to users

/ programmers who deal with multiple testing problems.
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